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RRRRIIIIINNNGGGG! School was over!

Pich packed his bag and said goodbye to his
friends as he left the school.
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He walked up hill, past the lake, and strolled
through the fields to his house.
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When he opened the door, he called out to
his sister, ’Chenda! I’m home!’

But there was no answer. Pich wondered if
she was still sleeping.

’Chenda! Where are you?’ Pich called out
again.

He looked all over the house. But she was
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nowhere to be found! Pich was so worried
that he went out right away, without even
putting down his bag.
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Pich walked out to the field, where he ran into
Mr. Sun.

’Mr. Sun, Mr. Sun, have you seen my sister?’
Pich asked.

’I think I saw a little girl waking towards the
lake,’ Mr. Sun answered after pondering Pich’s
question for a while.
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’Thank you!’ Pich said.
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’By the way, what’s that on your back?’
inquired Mr. Sun.

’This is my backpack. I carry books inside.
Books teach us things we don’t know.’

’Then can they answer my question?’ asked
Mr. Sun.

’Sure! What do you want to know?’ Pich
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replied.
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’Why do those pretty yellow flowers keep
looking at me?’

’My book says they are called sunflowers.
They need your warm sunlight to grow. That’s
why they keep looking at you!’ responded
Pich.

’Now I understand! Books really do teach us
a lot. Now you should hurry to the lake if you
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want to find your sister!’
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Pich went to the lake as Mr. Sun suggested.
By the lake, he met Wind.

’Wind, Wind! Have you seen my sister?’ Pich
asked.

’I believe I saw a little girl going down the hill,’
replied Wind.

’Thank you!’ Pich said.
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’By the way, what’s that on your back?’ said
Wind.

’This is my backpack. I carry books inside.
Books teach us things we don’t know.”

’Then can they answer my question?’ Wind
asked.

’Sure! What do you want to know?’
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’Every time I pass by the lake, I see flowers
and trees inside it. Is the world inside the lake
same as ours?’

’This book says that the surface of the lake is
a reflection. Beneath the water, everything is
different! There are schools of fish that swim
around, crabs with sharp pincers that walk
sideways, and many different types of water
plants,’ Pich explained.
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’Now, I understand. Books really do teach us a
lot. Now you should hurry down the hill if you
want to find your sister!’
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Pich went down the hill as Wind had
suggested. Soon, he met Ms. Moon.

’Ms. Moon, Ms. Moon, Have you seen my
sister?’ Pich asked.

’I think I saw a little girl walking towards that
big tree,’ replied Ms. Moon.

’Thank you!’ Pich said.
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By the way, what’s that on your back?’ asked
Ms. Moon.

’This is my backpack. I carry books inside.
Books teach us things we don’t know.’

’Then could they answer my question?’ Ms.
Moon inquired.

’Sure! What do you want to know?’
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”Why do children draw me in so many
different ways?’ Ms. Moon asked. ’They
draw me as a full circle, as a semi-circle, and
sometimes like a banana.’
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’I learned about this in a book, Ms. Moon. Let
me explain,” said Pich. ”Take a look at me.
What shape is my face?’

’It’s a circle.’ replied Ms. Moon.

’Now I’ll turn around. What shape is my face
now?’

’I see a semi-circle,.’ Ms. Moon answered.
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’Let me turn a little more,’ Pich said. ’Now,
what shape is my face?’

’It is as thin as a banana,’ acknowledged Ms.
Moon.
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’Now I understand. Books really do teach us
a lot!’ exclaimed Ms. Moon. ’Now you should
hurry along to that tree to find your sister!’
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Pich ran across to the big tree as Ms. Moon
had suggested. To his surprise, the tree was
next to his school! Pich walked inside and
found Chenda sound asleep at a desk.
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’Chenda, why are you here?’ exclaimed Pich. ”I
have been looking everywhere for you!’

’I’m sorry,’ Chenda replied. ’I just wanted to
come and see your school. Every day when
you come home, you look so happy! So I
really want to go to school too.’
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’I’m sorry Chenda,’ Pich apologized. ’I never
knew that you wanted to go to school too.
From now on, let’s go to school together
every day.’

’Hooray! I can’t wait to learn as much as you!’
Chenda called out.
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They walked home holding hands. Looking
down fondly from her place in the sky, Ms.
Moon shone her light upon them, and smiled.
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